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I try my first practice target by Debra Katz. Targets are in categories: gestalts, location, 
pictogram, real object, event, real people, animal, NY Times, License Plate, Number. I generally 
do not like the idea of knowing the topic but want to try. I am drawn to trying a real people 
target since describing humans is something I need to practice on. 

Regrettably a large list of targets show up on the page. When I look at these I would be 
overwhelmed so I try not to see them. I will enlarge the screen so that only the first line is 
available. Then I will cover the side of the screen so that only the one chosen target is visible. 

People Target #1

I feel a young person, a young boy adolescent. The hair is blonde and shiny and he has a 1990's 
fringe on the forehead. The hair feels very sleek and shiny. There is turquoise color on his 
clothing. It feels like a pop singer and I see a backpack as if he still goes to school. This is a kind 
and helpful person and I sense religion and spirituality closeness to Christian church in the 
family. Those are the initial impressions, now I have to actually start the initial stage because 
this was overwhelming information that came at me. I now officially start the initial stage. First 
I need a moment to relax. 

The energy is tremendously bright unless I am feeling the energy of the person who made this 
target and the website. A tremendously strong esoterical New Age spiritual religious energy 
and turquoise color. The person I feel has a tremendously strong and bright benevolent positive 
religious spiritual energy far beyond average. 

Turquoise color in the clothing. Pop singer. An acoustic guitar. A very positive benevolent and 
kind individual but a young person. He is still reaching to become someone in life, to develop his 
skills, to reach his goals. Religion and spirituality is very strong. A singer. The person has large 
teeth and a narrow tall face. 

Logic wants me to find something that would be the opposite but I can of course not describe 
anything else than what my impressions are. 

I will not draw this first one. I want to first establish whether the targets from this website are 
functional for me. 

11:12 PM I want to see what the target is. After a first target and feedback my mind will know 
how to work with the targets from this resource. 



My goodness, the target was a picture of Albert Einstein. In the picture he is an elder. My 
description of the person as a young person is incorrect. The person being a pop singer is 
incorrect. Spirituality and positive energy could be correct since he was strongly against war 
and destruction. Striving to develop skills could be true or not. The target is male which I said. 

The labels and specifics were mostly wrong in my report. The feeling and energy could be 
correct the assessment of that is not clear but is at least not clearly false. 

Considering what the objective of these person targets is, I will have to grade my work with a 
fail F. 

11:15 PM End session. 


